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ABSTRACT
Publication of DSM-III led to increased
recognition and diagnosis of personality disorders by
assigning them to a separate axis. Self-report
inventories have recently been constructed to reflect
these changes in psychiatric nosology. This study
compared the diagnostic efficiency of three tests: MMPI
personality disorder scales (MMPI PD scales), Millon
Clinical Multiaxial Inventory Inventory (MCMI), and the
Personality Diagnostic Questionnaire (PDQ). Subjects were
nonpsychotic psychiatric patients (n=37), and medical
control patients (n=20). Subjects were given a clinical
interview to diagnose any and all DSM-III personality
disorders, and were then administered the three
self-report inventories. Results indicate that the tests
were extremely accurate at identifying the presence of
any personality disorder, clusters of personality
disorders, and specific personality disorders. Using the
tests in combination further

increased their efficiency.

Implications for using cost-effective self-report tests
in lieu of labor-intensive structured interviews are
discussed.

vi

INTRODUCTION
Prior to publication of DSM-III(American Psychiatric
Association, 1980), estimates of the prevalence of
personality disorders ranged from 5 to 15 percent of the
psychiatric population (Lion,

1982). Such infrequent rates

of personality disorder diagnosis may have been,

in part,

due to the status of these disorders as secondary syndromes.
The multiaxial format of DSM-III highlighted personality
disorder diagnosis and greatly increased the likelihood of
their diagnosis by assigning them to a separate axis.
Currently, all patients must be evaluated for the presence
or absence of personality disorders. As a result, over fifty
percent of patients included in the DSM-III field trials
were assigned one or more personality disorders (Spitzer,
Forman, & Nee, 1979). A synopsis of the features for each
personality disorder can be found in Appendix A.
lnterviews are the prime source of information for
the diagnosis of personality disorders. Several structured
interviews have been developed specifically for this
purpose. Those which assess the full range of personality
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disorders include the Structured Interview for DSM-III
Personality Disorders (SIDP)(Phofl, Stangl, & Zimmerman,
1983), the Structured Clinical

II(SCID-II)

(Spitzer & Williams, 1985), and the Personality

Disorder Examination (PDE)
Russakoff,

Interview for DSM-III Axis

(Loranger, Sussman, Oldham, &

1985). Those which assess individual personality

disorders include the Diagnostic Interview for 80rderlines
(DI8) (Gunderson & Kolb, 1980), and the Schedule for
Schizotypal Personalities (SSP) (8aron, Asnis, & Gruen,
1981).

Structured interviews are time-consuming for the
clinician. Were there an equally valid and reliable
short-cut to the diagnosis of personality disorders,

it

would be most helpful. Self-report inventories represent
potentially valuable diagnostic instruments. The time spent
completing the inventory is the patient's, not the
clinician's. Professional

labor may be further minimized by

the use of computer and optical scanning technology.
The personality disordered patient may be expected
to adequately complete self-report questionnaires. He is by
definition not psychotic and therefore not vulnerable to
distortions of reality. He is describing longstanding
characteristics of his personality rather than transient
states. He may,in fact, be the best source of information
for such data.
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Three self-report inventories have recently been
developed to assess personality disorders. The first is a
revised analysis of MMPI items (Morey, Waugh, 8. Blashfield,
1985). The second is an inventory based on the
psychopathological theories of Theodore Millon, one of the
main authors of DSM-III axis II(Millon, 1982). The third is
an inventory keyed directly to the DSM-III personality
disorder criteria (Hyler, Reider, Spitzer, and Williams,
1983) •
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(MMPI) has been the most widely used and popular self-report
test for nearly forty years. It consists of 566 true/false
questions covering a broad range of psychopathology which
score on 10 clinical and 3 validity scales. The clinical
interpretation of these profile scores are generally guided
by atheoretical "actuarial cookbooks"

(Dahlstrom, Welsh, 8.

Dahlstrom, 1975; Lanyon, 1968). The actuarial approach is
based on the principle that scale elevations are empirically
associated with certain clinical characteristics. In the
original construction of the MMPI, the test authors paid
less attention to personality disorder than to major
psychopathology. Traditionally, elevations on the
Psychopathic Deviate scale have been interpreted as the only
indicator of a personality disorder. This scale is reported
to assess impulsivity, superego development, and antisocial
behavior, and has been associated with patients given a

clinical diagnosis of antisocial personality (Marks, Seeman,

& Haller, 1974). Since the Psychopathic Deviate scale is
nonspecific, it is unlikely to be able to differentiate
between various DSM-III personality disorders.

In fact,

elevations on the Pd scale(a standard score of above 70) may
or may not prove to reflect the presence of any DSM-III
personality disorder.
Morey, Waugh, and Blashfield (1985), recognizing the
potential value of the rich MMPI item pool, developed eleven
personality disorder scales. They asked experienced clinical
psychologists, who were familiar with the diagnostic
criteria for DSM-III personality disorders, to select from
the MMPI those items which related to these criteria. From
these evaluations, preliminary scales were constructed for
all eleven personality disorders. These scales were further
refined by removing items which did not discriminate between
high and low scorers on the scales. While internal
consistency data are available, and face validity is
suggestive, no thorough validation of these MMPI
Personality Disorder scales (MMPI PD scales) has been
conducted. As of yet,there is little reason to believe that
these scales truly assess personality disorders. In
addition, cut-off scores for patient classification have not
been reported.
The Millon Clinical 11ultiaxial Inventory (MCMI) is a
175 item true/false questionaire for psychiatric inpatients
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and outpatients. These items score on eleven personality
scales, nine symptom scales, and two validity scales. It was
constructed by Millon on the basis of his biosocial theories
(Millon,

1969,1981), which eventually influenced the

definition of several DSM-III personality disorders. Though
Millon has claimed that the criteria for the MCMI
personality disorder scales are comparable to the DSM-III
criteria, a recent study (Widiger, Frances, et. aI, 1985)
documented significant divergence of criteria. That Millon
labels each MCMI personality disorder scale with a DSM-III
axis II personality disorder will only mislead the naive
reader. Whether or not these scales accurately diagnose
personality disorders remains an open question.
A patient is diagnosed with a personality disorder
by the MCMI when he has a base rate score above 85 on a
particular scale. Personality disorder traits, defined in
the DSM-III as enduring patterns of behavior which do not
cause the same degree of impairment as personality
disorders, are diagnosed for base rate scores above 75.
These cut-off scores are intended to maximize
classification. While the MCMI has been validated against
casual clinical diagnosis (Millon,1982), an adequate
criterion diagnosis has been lacking.
The final self-report inventory, the Personality
Diagnostic Questionnaire(PDQ), is keyed directly to the
DSM-III personality disorder criteria.

It is the only

6

instrument that is specifically derived from DSM-III
criteria. The PDQ contains 150 true/false questions which
yield item totals for the 11 DSM-III personality disorders
along with item totals for 2 validity scales.

If a patient

meets criteria for a personality disorder based on his test
scores, and is reporting significant subjective distress, as
assessed by the PDQ validity scales, then he is given a
personality disorder diagnosis. PDQ test results indicate
the presence or absence of each of the DSM-III personality
disorders.
Hurt et. al

(1984) administered the PDQ to 40

psychiatric outpatients who were evaluated for personality
disorders. They found that the test was quite efficient at
identifying patients with borderline personality disorder.
Although the PDQ has evident face validity,

it lacks more

extensive validating evidence, and has not been available
for widespread clinical application.
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Overall Rationale and Study Design
The present study/investigates the efficiency of
these 3 self-report inventories (i.e.MMPI PD scales, MeMI,
PDQ) at identifying hospitalized patients diagnosed with
DSM-III personality disorders. Several criteria are used to
determine the efficiency of these instruments. The first is
whether or not these tests discriminate between psychiatric
patients diagnosed with a personality disorder by a
structured clinical interview and a control group with no
prior psychiatric history. A second criterion is the
accuracy of these tests at identifying a specific
personality disorder or a cluster of personality disorders.A
variety of statistics will be reported to evaluate these
tests.

To judge the usefulness of a test for diagnostic
purposes, the test must be compared against a criterion
diagnosis. That criteiion must itself be reliable and
valid.While psychiatric

diagnosi~

has frequently been

criticized for its poor reliability and validity, the
DSM-III has made substantial improvements on DSM-II's low
reliability rates (Spitzer, Williams, & Skodol, 1980). Even
for personality disorders which as a group have generally
attained the poorest reliability, there has been

8

considerable improvement made by providing clear criteria.
Structured interviewing further improves reliability.
The Structured Interview for OSM-III Personality
Oisorders(SlOP) has yielded kappas of interrater reliability
above .70 for histrionic, borderline, dependent,
narcissistic, and passive-aggressive personality disorder
(Phofl, et.al, 1983; Stangl et. aI, 1985). While its
reliability is apparently adequate, the SlOP may be
criticized for

inadequate validation. Nonetheless, it was

used in this study as a criterion diagnosis because it
reduces clinician variance, and provides a more reliable
diagnosis of personality disorder than would a chart
diagnosis. Chart diagnoses of psychiatric disorders are
often based on limited information, and are not adequate for
research purposes.
The SlOP consists of 160 open-ended questions
grouped under topical sections that assess OSM-III
personality disorder criteria. The interviewer

~as

previously assessed axis I disorders and made a distinction
between current state and preexisting personality traits.
Based on this interview the rater determines whether the
patient meets criteria for each personality disorder.
In this study, two different statistical techniques are
used to measure the diagnostic efficiency of the self-report
inventories. The first statistical technique, discriminant
function analysis, is a data analytic technique that allows
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the researcher to study differences between two or more
groups of patient with respect to several independent
variables (Klecka, 1980). Discriminant function analysis is
used in this study to evaluate the diagnostic efficiency of
the three inventories when they are used
to discriminate between patients with a personality
disorder, personality disorder traits, and no personality
disorder.
To evaluate the diagnostic efficiency of a test for
the diagnosis of an individual personality disorder or
cluster of personality disorders, four statistics are
commonly reported: Sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive power, and negative predictive power <summal-ized
in Table 1). Sensitivity reflects the degree to which the
test correctly identifies patients given a criter-ion
diagnosis. For example, if histrionic personality disorder
is diagnosed 10 times by the SlOP, and the MCMI identifies 9
of these patients, then the MCMI's sensitivity rate for
histrionic personality disorder is 90%. Specificity is the
opposite of sensitivity in that it measures the number of
times that patients who are not given the criterion
diagnosis are correctly diagnosed by the instrument. For
example, if in a sample of 30 patients, 10 are diagnosed by
the SIDP as having histrionic personality disorder, then 20
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Table 1.

Definition of Terminology
SlPP Criterion piaonosis

Test Diagnosis
Positive

true-positive(A)

false-positive(B}

Negative

false-negative(C)

true-negative(D)

-total positives=(A+C).
-total negatives=(B+O).
-base rate of SlOP diagnosis=(A+C)/(A+B+C+O).
-base rate of test diagnosis=(A+B)/(A+B+C+D).
-sensitivity or true positive rate=A/(A+C).
-specificity or true negative rate=O/(B+O).
-positive predictive power=A/(A+B)=sensitivity x base rate
of SlOP diagnosis/base rate of test diagnosis.
-negative predictive power=O/(C+O)=specificity x (l-base
rate of SlOP diagnosis)/(1-base rate of test diagnosis).
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are diagnosed without this personality disorder.

If the MCMI

correctly identifies 15 of these non-histrionic patients,
then the MCMI's specificity rate for histrionic personality
disorder is 75%. Diagnostic efficiency is reduced when the
test identifies a patient without a disorder as having the
disorder (false positive), or identifies a patient with a
disorder as not having the disorder (false negative).
Overall diagnostic efficiency is measured by the number of
"hits" that are obtained by the test; that is, the total
number of patients who are correctly identified by the test
as either having or not having the disorder when compared to
the criterion diagnosis.
The positive predictive power(PPP) and the negative
predictive power (NPP) of a test also describe its
diagnostic efficiency. PPP is the conditional probability of
a disorder given the test sign, and NPP is the conditional
probability of the absence of the disorder given the absence
of the test sign (Dawes, 1962; Widiger, et. aI, 1985). Both
statistics take into account the base rate of a given
disorder in

d

clinical sample. The base rate is the

prevalence of a disorder within a particular setting. Base
rates change depending on the setting. One calculates the
PPP and NPP of a test by comparing the number of times a
test does or does not diagnose a disorder against the base
rate of a disorder. The PPP and NPP indicate the ability of
the test to predict a criterion diagnosis given the presence
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or absence of the test sign. This contrasts with sensitivity
and specificity which indicate the ability of the test to
predict a criterion diagnosis given the presence or absence
of the criterion diagnosis. For example, a PPP of 75X for
paranoid personality disorder indicates that 75X of the time
the test's diagnosis of paranoid personality disorder will
be correct. Conversely, if the NPP for paranoid personality
disorder was 75X, then three-quarters of the time the test
would be correct in predicting the absence of paranoid
personality disorder. Since diagnostic prediction is the
goal of self-report

t~sts

used in lieu of clinical

interviewing, PPP and NPP are more relevant here than
sensitivity and specificity.
All of the diagnostic efficiency statistics reported
in this study are for clusters of personality disorders that
are assumed to be descriptively similar (according to
DSM-III), or for individual personality disorders that are
diagnosed with sufficient frequency to permit statistical
analysis (at least five patients). According to the DSM-III
personality disorder section introduction, there are 3
clusters of personality disorders. Cluster 1 includes
schizoid, schizotypal, and paranoid personality disorder;
patients with these diagnoses are characterized by odd or
eccentric behavior. Cluster 2 includes antisocial,
histrionic, narcissistic, and borderline personality
disorder; these disorders are characterized by dramatic,
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emotional or erratic behavior. Cluster 3 includes dependent,
avoidant, compulsive, and passive-aggressive personality
disorder; these disorders are characterized by anxious or
fearful behavior.
In summary, this study evaluates the diagnostic
efficiency of three new self-report personality disorder
tests against a structured interview-based criterion
diagnosis.

If any of these tests prove to be accurate, then

a clinical interview may no longer be necessary for
personality disorder diagnosis. Self-report testing
would therefore offer a potentially valuable resource.
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METHOD
Subjects
The sample consists of 57 individuals who were
receiving either medical or inpatient

psy~hiatric

treatment

at a Veteran's Administration hospital. Data was collected
on hospitalized psychiatric patients and on a medical
control group with no prior history of psychiatric disorder.
Fifty-three (93%) of the patients who participated in the
study were men. This figure is comparable in both the
psychiatric and medical sample.The psychiatric patients were
consecutive admissions to one of the treatment teams, and,
after a chart review, were judged to be neither mentally
retarded, organic or suffering from an acute psychotic
disorder.Such pervasive and/or longstanding disorders would
have complicated the assessment of baseline personality.
Over a 6 month period, forty psychiatric patients
participated in the study; three patients did not complete
the self-report inventories and were excluded from the data
analysis. Twenty medical patients also participated in the
study; fifteen had just undergone surgery at the time of
their participation, and 5 were outpatients referred to a
neuropsychologist for the assessment of possible
neurological problems.
Of the entire sample, 21(37%) were married, and
36(63%) were divorced, widowed, or single. Significantly
more psychiatric patients were likely to be divorced or
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single (6BX) in comparison to the medical patients (40X)

..,.

(X=

(I)

7.5,p<.OI). The ethnic makeup of the group was comparable;
eighty-four percent of the entire sample was white, with 16X
either black or hispanic. The mean age for the psychiatric
and medical patients was 42.2 (

§~g~=12.9

years); there was

not a significant age difference between the two groups. The
psychiatric patients were more likely to have had some
college education (

m~gD=13.4,

to the medical group (

§~g~=2.6

m~§~=12.2,

years) in comparison

§~g~=2.4)

!(55)=2.0,p<.Ol). The psychiatric patients had a higher
frequency of drug and/or alcohol abuse (?OM) in
to the medical group (25X)

cQmp~ri~Qn

~

(X)=10.Bl,
P<.Ol).
1.1

The psychiatric patients were diagnosed on Axis I as
suffering from :Major Depression (30X), Adjustment Disorder
(27X), Chronic Schizophrenia (16X)

(though in each case this

diagnosis was based on prior episodes rather than on the
current presence of schizophrenic symptoms), and Substance
Abuse (BX). On Axis II,

19 (51X) of the psychiatric patients

were diagnosed as having a personality disorder. The most
frequently diagnosed were: Mixed (16X), Borderline (llX),
Dependent (BX), Compulsive (5X), and Antisocial

(5X).
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Procedure
Each psychiatric patient admitted to the treatment
team was eligible to participate in the study. Their charts
were first reviewed, and those patients who met the
exclusion criteria were eliminated from the study.AII
appropriate patients were invited to participate in a
re~earch

study that involved answering questions about

themselves and completing 3 self-report tests requiring
approximately 3 hours. Thirty-seven patients completed the
assessment procedure. While the interviewer was not blind to
axis I diagnoses, the patient was typically interviewed
before axis II diagnoses had been made.
The medical patients were initially identified
through a surgery roster that was distributed daily.
Patients were seen within 3 days post-surgery, and asked to
participate in the study. Approximately one-third of these
patients either refused to participate or failed to complete
the inventories after being interviewed. Additional patients
were recruited from the VA's neuropsychologist who provided
a list of patients referred for neuropsychological testing.
Each participant in the study provided sufficient
information to score all SlDP items.
Each subject was interviewed by a clinical
psychology graduate student using the SIDP. Six interviews
were independently rated by a psychology intern.

The

interrater reliability for these interviews was 83%. With
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the exception of passive-aggressive personality disorder,
each patient could potentially be diagnosed with mliitiple
personality disorders. According to DSM-III,
passive-aggressive personality disorder may not be diagnosed
if any other personality disorder is judged to be present.
In the psychiatric sample, 62X (23) of the patients met
criteria for one or more personality disorders. Only 5X (1)
of the control subjects met criteria for a personality
disorder. The mean number of criterion diagnoses per
psychiatric patient was 2.17 (

a~Q~=1.4).

The base rates for

the psychiatric diagnoses are included in Table 2.
Administration of the self-report tests occurred after the
interview.
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Table 2.

Base Rate of Diagnosis by Instrument
(number of patients in parentheses)
SlOP

MMPI PO

Cluster 1

.16(6)

.32 ( 12)

.43(16)

.73(27)

Schizoid
Schizotypal
Paranoid

.03 ( 1 )
.11(4)
.05(2)

.03 ( 1 )
.24(9)
.16(6)

.41(15)
.14(5)
.03(1)

.08(3)
.70(26)
.32 ( 12)

Cluster 2

.41(15)

.51(19)

.43(16)

.59(22)

Histrionic
Narcissistic
Antisocial
Borderline

.22(8)
.05(2)
.11(4)
.27 ( 10)

.14(9)
.00(0)
.03 ( 1 )
.05(2)

.14(5)
.16(6)
.14(5)
.24(9)

.27 ( 10)
.00(0)
.19(7)
.51 (19)

Cluster 3

.38(14)

.32 ( 12)

.62(23)

.51 (19)

Avoidant
Dependent
Passive-Agg .
Compulsive

.24(9)
.24(9)
• 00(0)
.03 ( 1 )

.22(8)
.32 ( 12)
.08(3)
.14(5)

.46 ( 17)
.32 ( 12)
.38 ( 14 )
.00(0)

.22(8)

MCMI

P~Q

.35 ( 1 3 )
.08(3)
.19(7)
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RESULTS

A. Overall Differences
The sample was first examined for differences
between the psychiatric and control groups. 1-tests
comparing the two groups on each of the three personality
disorder tests (MMPI PD scales, MCMI, PDQ) were calculated
and are reported in Table 3.Thirty-three 1-tests were
calculated;at the .05 level,
significant by chance alone.

less than 2 1-tests

would be

A stringent indicator of true

differences is the simultaneous significance of all three
tests on a particular scale. The test scales that
discriminated between the psychiatric and control groups
groups on each inventory were avoidant, borderline,
dependent, passive-aggressive, and schizotypal. The only
scales on which control subjects scored significantly higher
than the psychiatric patients were the MCMI antisocial and
the MMPI narcissistic scales. However, on neither scale did
the control subjects score above the personality disorder
cut-off.
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Table 3.
Test SC5!ls:

I:!Ii&!O EIiCliH;lOE! 1i:t~ Q~~!;lrgIiC l:2!;;&!1~ S!;;QrE!~
<standard deviations are in parentheses)
t(55)
Inl;!e:ti~n:ts~0=;il7)
!;;;S:HJ:t 1: !;I 1i ~ 0=20 )

li;i!;;!Ji~!2iS;!

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

69.4 ( 31>
9.9 (2.9)
2.1(1.6)

48.8 (29.4)
9.2 (2.8)
2.25(1.5)

2.4*
.90
.66

59.8 (20.4)
16.2 (5.5)
(4.6)
8.6

46.7 (18.3)
10.3 (4. 1 )
5.3 (4.2)

2.4*
4.2*
2.7*

!2chizot~l2el

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
Paranoid
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

58.9 (17.6)
(5.0)
9.1
( .40)
7.1

61.2 ( 19.2)
<3.2)
4.8
(2.2)
5.2

.57
3.5**
2.4*

49.8 (31.7)
9.4 (3.4)
4.3 (2.4)

61.6 ( 16.7)
10.8 ( 1 .9)
1.8 ( 1 .4)

1.5
1.5
4.3**

54.8 (31.2)
13.0 (4.9)
3.5 (2.0)

70.2 (20.5)
17.5 (4.2)
2.2 ( 1 .4)

1.9
3.4-1H
2.5

Hi~:trionic

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
t:!E!r!;;iliisiatic
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
aD.t 1 :;1;11;;; j,Iii.l
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
BQrderline
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
a~!2iklE!nt

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
De(;!endent
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

54.7 (29.3)
11.9 (4.3)
6.6 (5.2)

71.8 ( 17.3)
9.6 (4.6)
6.2 (5.2)

2.4*
1.9
.3

68.3 (18.8)
10.9 (3.6)
7.4 (3.6)

47.7 (17.3)
8.8 (3.6)
2.8 (2.8)

4.1**
2. 1 oj(
5.0**

74.4 (30.6)
21.9 (7.5)
5.0 (2.7)

45.2 (32.4)
13.8 (5.8)
2.7 (2.4)

3.41H
4.2·**
3.3**

63.0 (31.0)
9.4 (3.4)
3.9 (2.9)

41.0 (27.2)
5.8 (2.2)
1.5 ( 1 .5)

2.6**
3.8**
3.4**

50.2 ( 18.4)
9.5 (3.3)
4.2 ( 1 .7)

58.8 (14.4)
6.4 (3.0)
2.1 ( 1 .6)

1.8
3.5**
4.4**

74.7 (28.2)
7.4 (3.2)
5.8 (3.0)

45.9 (29.6)
5.5 (3.1 )
3.4 (2.5)

3.6**
2.0*
3.1**

~!;I!!l(;!ulaiv!i!

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
Passive-Aggressive
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
12<·05
12< .01
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8. Analysis of Differences between the

PersQnRlit~sorder,

Personality Disorder Traits, end No Personality Disorder
groups
The sample was broken down into 3 groups based on
SlOP diagnoses: medical patients with no personality
disorder (n=12), psychiatric patients with personality
disorder traits (n=13), and psychiatric patients with one or
more personality disorders (n=23).A one way analysis of
variance (ANDVA) was performed comparing the 3 groups, for
each personality disorder test's scales, on each of the
tests. Again, thirty-three ANDVA's were calculated such that
1.65 tests would be significant by chance alone.

Using the

rule that differences must be found on all three tests for a
given scale, the personality disorder group had
significantly higher scores than the personality disorder
trait group who in turn had significantly higher scores than
the no personality disorder group on the following scales:
avoidant, dependent, passive-aggressive, schizotypal, and
borderline. These results are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4.
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DiSQrder S~pl~ Scores
by Diagnostib Cptegories
(standard deviations are in parentheses)
~ PO
PO traits
PD
F(2.45)
(n=12)
(n=13)
(n=23)
~eRD

Eer~onality

Test scale
S!;;bi~Qig

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

39.3(26.2)
9.2(2.4)
2.0(1.6)

61.5(26.4) 72.7(33.3)
9.2(2.5)
10.3(3.1)
1.8(1.4)
2.2(1.8)

4.9*
.94
.17

42.7(17.8)
8.7(2.3)
3.7(3.9)

53.6(12.0) 63.0(23.9)
13.5(4.4)
17.5(5.7)
6.8(4.6)
9.9(4.4)

4.2*
14.1*
8.3**

56.2(19.3)
3.1(2.0)
4.1<1.7)

59.5 ( 22 . 1) 59.5 ( 14. 7 )
6.8(4.1)
10.4(5.2)
5.8(3.1)
7.9(2.8)

. 14
11. 4**
8.4**

62.2(16.5)
10.4(2.3)
1.5(1.4)

54.7 ( 26 .8) 48.3 ( 34 .7)
10.2(3.7)
9.2(3.2)
3.8(2.4)
4.8(2.2)

.91
.70
9.5**

71.1(16.3)
17.3(3.7)
1.6(1.2)

66.5(23.4) 49.6(33.9)
14.1(5.2)
12.6(4.8)
3.1(1.9)
3.8(1.9)

2.9
4.0*
6.2**

66.7(19.3)
7.6(3.5)
4.3(3.4)

65.6(20.6) 49.9(32.2)
10.2(3.6)
12.7(4.5)
5.4(3.9)
7.5(5.8)

2.2
6.5**
1.9

40.6(16.7)
6.6(1.9)
1.8(2.5)

63.2(12.3) 70.9(21.7)
10.3(3.7)
11.4(3.4)
6.2(2.5)
8.1(4.1)

10.7**
8.9**
14.1**

30.6(25.5)
11.8(3.4)
1.9(1.4)

58.5(18.1) 82.1(33.3)
16.9(6.5)
24.3(6.5)
3.7(1.8)
6.0(2.8)

13.5**
18.8**
11.0**

37.8(24.9)
5.4( 1.6)
.8 ( .84)

53.3(27.1) 67.4(33.5)
7.2(2.6)
10.6(3.9)
2.2(2.0)
5.0(3.0)

3.9*
11.8**
14.0**

67.4(3.0)
5.0(2.1)
1.8(1.2)

59.8(13.7) 44.0(18.6)
7.8(3.1)
10.6(3.0)
3.2(1.5)
4.6(1.7)

11.0**
16.4**
13.8**

64.7(22.1) 80.8(30.5)
5.2(3.1)
8.7(2.6)
4.2(2.6)
6.8(2.9)

17.3**
16.3**
13.0**

~&;biZQ!¥I2§l

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

E2r:.aDQig
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

ttl§.!r:1S!Dls
MCMI
MMPI PD
,PDQ

~.§r:£i§§i§!1.!;;

MCI1I
MMPI PD
PDQ

eD!i2Q&;i21
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ
61:!r:d~r:lim~

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

BYQ1Q.§D!

MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

Q§Q§:!J9g':!J.t
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

J;;QIDQh!l§1.y§
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

E.§§§iY§=Bggr:§§§iY§
MCMI
MMPI PD
PDQ

!Q.$~Q~
!!I2.$~Ql

27.8(14.8)
3.9(1.9)
2.4(1.5)

c.

DjShrimipaot EUPkticn end

~it
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Bates for tbe Diagnosis of

Personality Disorder, Personality Disorder Traits,
and No Personality Disorder groups
Discriminant function analyses were calculated for
each test using as predictors those test scales which
differentiated the personality disorder, personality
disorder trait, and no personality disorder group at the
p<.05 level. For the MeMI this included the schizoid,
avoidant, dependent, compulsive, passive-aggressive,
schizotypal, and borderline scales. For the MMPI PD scales
the analysis included the avoidant, dependent, narcissistic,
antisocial, compulsive, passive-aggressive, schizotypal,
borderline, and paranoid scales. The PDQ scales included
were avoidant, dependent, histrionic, narcissistic,
compulsive, passive-aggressive, schizotypal, borderline and
paranoid.
Discriminant function analysis produced one
significant discriminant function for each test. These
results are summarized in Table 5. Discriminant weighted
scores were then used to classify patients into groups of no
personality disorder, personality disorder traits, and
personality disorder. These classifications were compared
against SIDP criterion diagnoses. The results of this
analysiS are reported in Table 6. All three self-report
inventories along
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DiS~LiIDinant

Table 5.
Test

,

Wilks Lambda

Function AnalYSis

Chi-Sgyace

SigpificaD~e

Caponical Correlate

MCM I

.41

37.0

P < .01

.70

MMPI PD

.28

52.9

p<.Ol

.81

PDQ

.35

43.1

p<'Ol

.78
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Table 6.

Hit Rates by Personality Disorder Piegnosis
<number of patients in parentheses)
Criteriop Diaonosis
P~D~(~2~3~)~

lest

________~P~D~Traits(~1~3~)______~N~o~PD(12)
a~

MCMI

91%(21 )

5411,(7)

9211, ( 11)

MMPI PD

96:~

(22)

62\\(8)

100\'.(12)

MMPI Psychopathic
Deviate scale 9111,(21)
'-p""D-""b......._______ .__9 1 \'. ( 2 1 )

b~~

S(,\'.

«(,)

58X(7)

75%(9)
4611,(6)

92% ( 1 1)

58\'. ( 7 )

*least restrictive- no Personality Disorder group classified either
as having no Personality Disorder or no Personality Disorder Traits.
**most restrictive- no Personality Disorder group classified as having
no Personality Disorder.
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with the traditional MMPI Psychopathic Deviate

scale

correctly classified 91X·.or more of the personality
disordered patients into those three categories. The
positive predictive power (PPP) for each of the tests was in
e~cess

of .70; that is, 70X of the time the test's diagnosis

of any personality disorder correctly predicted the
criterion diagnosis .of any personality disorder.
The rate of false positives using the most
restrictive inclusion criteria (i.e. no personality disorder
group identified as having no personality disorder)

is

considerably higher than when these criteria are less
restrictive (i.e. no personality disorder group identified
as having no personality disorder or as having personality
disorder traits). However, using both the least and most
restrictive inclusion criteria, each of the tests identifies
significantly more true to false negatives. These
classification rates are above those produced by the
criterion rate of personality disorder.
The results indicate that the crude MMPI
Psychopathic Deviate scale is as sensitive in identifying
personality disorders as are the 3 self-report inventories
designed for personality disorder diagnosis.However,

it is

significantly less specific than the inventories. Using the
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MMPI Psychopathic Deviate scale for personality disorder
diagnosis led to the misdiagnosis of 25% of the no
personality disorder group as having a personality disorder.
This rate of false positives is poorer than the rate for the
3 new inventories.

Each of the 3 self-report inventories correctly
identified approximately 50% of the personality disorder
trait group. While these hit rates are substantially higher
than the base rate for the criterion diagnosis of
personality disorder traits (.35), patients given a
criterion diagnosis of personality disorder traits were
incorrectly identified approximately half the time, by each
of the tests, as having a personality disorder.
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D. Hit Rates for the Diagnos!§ of Clusters of Personality
Disorders
Next, the identification of personality disorders by
DSM-III defined clusters was examined. The psychiatric group
was broken down into the 305M-III personality disorder
clusters. MCMI and PDQ personality disorder diagnosis was
performed using the published cutting scores for
~l~~~ifi~~tion.A~

previously indicated, there are no cutting

scores currently available for the MMPI PO scales. Cutting
scores for these scales were derived in the following
manner: raw

score~

on

e~ch

of the 11 MMPI personality

disorder scales were converted to standardized scores
(Z-scores) using the control group's scores (mean and
standard deviation on each of the 11 scales) as a normative
comparison group. The Z-scores were then compared to
criterion personality disorder diagnoses in an effort to
maximize correct diagnostic classification. This involved
using a variety of potential cutting scores until one was
found, for each cluster of personality disorders,

that

maximized the number of correct classifications ("hits"),
These cutting scores were: z>2.0 for cluster 1, z >1.0 for
cluster 2, and z) 2.5 for cluster 3.
Data analyses were performed for each of the
clusters, and sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
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power (PPP), negative predictive power (NPP), and the ratio
of false positives to true positives are reported in Table
7. All 3 self-report inventories are efficient in diagnosing
clusters 2 and 3 personality disorders in that they yield
significantly more true to false positives.

In contrast,

cluster 1 personality disorder diagnosis for each of the
tests yields a greater rate of false to true positives.
An axiom of actuarial decision theory is that the
evaluation of the diagnostic efficiency of a test is
dependent on knowledge of the base rate of the disorder
(Meehl and Rosen, 1955; Rorer and Dawes, 1982; Widiger, Hurt
et. aI, 1984). For a test diagnosis to be a useful

indicator

of the criterion diagnosis,it must predict the criterion at
a rate above and beyond what is predicted from the base rate
alone. The test must predict at rates greater then the base
rate such that the ratio of the base rate of the disorder to
one minus the base rate must exceed the ratio of the false
positive to the true positive rate. If this condition is not
met, then the test's diagnosis of a personality disorder
does not provide additional predictive power. This will hold
true even if the test accurately classifies patients at
statistically significant rates. For example, the MMPI PO
scales diagnosed cluster 1 personality disorders at a
true-positive rate (sensitivity) of 67%, and a
false-positive rate of 26% (I-specificity). The base rate of
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Table 7.

Hit Rates by Personality Disorder Cluster Diagnosis
(number of patients are in parentheses)

Test

Cluster 1 (6)
Sen Soec PPP .NPP Ratio+

MCMI

.67

.61

.25

.90

.513

.67

MMPI
PD

.67 .74

.34

.91

.39

.73

PDQ

1.0 .32

.22 1.0

.68

.87 .55

Clust~~.

2 (15)
Cluster 3 (14)
Ratio+ Sen Spec PPP NPP E!!..tio+

EEE

~PP

.613

.64

.70

.48~

1.0 .61

.61

1.0

.39~

.64

.59.77

.49*

.71

.91

.'?.,

.83

.13"

.79 . • 52*

.86

.~ .•

64 .82

.41~

_~~

.60

+ratlo of false positives to true positi;es.
*test diagnosis is more often correct than incorrect(~hen compared to
criterion diagnosis).
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cluster 1 personality disorder diagnosis is 16X. In order
for the test diagnosis of a personality disorder to be more
helpful, at least 28X of the patients must have a cluster 1
personality disorder diagnosis.

In this case, the ratio of

false positives to true positives equals .26/.67; therefore
the base rate must be at least .28 in order for the ratio of
the base rate to one minus the base rate (.28/.72)
the previously mentioned ratio.

to exceed

If the base rate is less

than .28 the test will misdiagnose more patients than it
correctly classifies. This is true despite the fact that the
MMPI PD scales, for example, classify cluster 1 personality
disorders at nearly significant rates

~

(~~=1.73,

p<.20).

Using this case as an example, the most efficient diagnostic
decision would be to always diagnose the absence of the
disorder, since that prediction is wrong only 16X of the
time in comparison to using the test prediction which is
wrong 26X of the time.
Given the low prevalence rate (.16) for cluster 1
personality disorders, none of the tests improved on the
base rate.

In contrast, for clusters 2 and 3, which were

diagnosed more frequently (base rates are .41. and .39
respectively), each of the self-report inventories diagnosed
significantly more true to false positives. That is, each of
the tests diagnosed clusters of personality disorders with
greater efficiency then would the base rate alone.
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The hit rates for cluster 1 personality disorder
diagnosis are substantially improved when the tests are used
in combination (i.e. when at least one of two tests
diagnoses a personality disorder>. These results are
summarized in Table 8. For example,the MCMI and MMPI PD
scales used in combination produced only one false negative
and three false positives as compared with the MCMI alone
which produced 4 false negatives and 13 false positives.
The PPP's for each of the self-report inventories
are approximately .60 for cluster 2 and 3 personality
disorder diagnosis. That is, approximately six times out of
ten the self-report diagnosis of a personality disorder
correctly predicted the criterion diagnosis of a personality
disorder. These rates, while adequate, are not sufficient if
one were interested in using self-report tests instead of a
clinical interview. These rates are significantly improved
when the tests are used in combination (i.e. when a positive
test sign must be present in at least two of three
inventories to establish a personality disorder diagnosis).
While the either/or decision rule improves a test's
sensitivity (reported in Table 8), a combinatory rule is
more conservative.

It increases PPP and may decrease

sensitivity. Table 9 contrasts the either/or and combinatory
approaches.
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The results indicate that in 11 of 12 cases using the
conservative approach to establish a personality disorder
diagnosis substantially improved PPP. The combined PPP rates
are also significantly better than the PPP rates obtained
when the tests are used alone. While the combined approach
decreases sensitivity,PPP is the more important statistic to
determine the efficiency of self-report inventories for
clinical diagnosis.
Negative predictive powerCNPP), predicting no
personality disorder given the absence of the test sign,
fell

in the .70-1.0 range for personality disorder cluster

diagnosis. These rates reach 100% when the tests are used in
a variety of combinations. This reflects the specificity of
cluster personality disorder diagnosis with each of the 3
self-report inventories used alone and in combination with
each other.
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Table S
Hit. Rates bJ::: k;luste r 1 Personal~tJ::: Disorder
~ t.E'~ts are used in cgrnbinat:ion

Di",gno~is

TE's:t Combin~tion
11CI11 or 1'111fl I PD

i:en
.83

512 e !;,

PPP

I'.JPP

.90

.2:1

J

MCI1I or PDQ

1.0

.68

.? 1

•

1111P 1 PD or PDQ

1 .0

."77

1 .0

.9(J

I"le!"1 I

or MMPI E.l2.s>L EDU

·

Ratieo.!.

(,

.12-11

~

I

.32

.21

· (,

.23

.21

1 .0

• 1 CHI"

+ratio of false positives to truE positives.
""test diagnosis is rTlCHE often eorrect(whe--r, cOrf,pa,"Ej teo
cl-iterion diagnosis) than incorl-ect.
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Table 9 •

.

Hit Rates by Personality ~iSQrder Clusters when ppsitive
test diacnosis is established by two different cpmbinations
of test results
\;:lust~Ld

Clust~

I:l!.!~t!i:r

1
PPP
.23
.50

NPP
1.0
1.0

Sen
1.0
.40

PPP
.54
.75

NPP
1 . ()
1.0

Sen

MCMI or MMPI PO
MCI-II and MMPI PO

Sen
.83
.50

11CMI or P~Q
MCMI and P~Q

1.0
.67

.21
.31

1.0
1.0

.93
.60

.56
.70

1.0
1.0

1 • (.

MMPI PO or P~Q
MMPI PO and P~Q

1.0
.67

.21
.36

1.0
1.0

.93
.60

.52
.52

1.0
1 .0

.8 ...

.6'.

.55 J .0
• "1(1 1.0

MeMI or P~Q or MMPI PD
MCMI and PDQ and M~IP I PO

1.0
.50

.21

.50

1.0
1.0

1.0
.43

.51
1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0
.54

.50 1.0
.76 1.0

~Combination

1.0

.10',
•

i~

PPP NPP
.bl 1.0
.76 1 . Co

.50 1.0
.73 1.0
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D. Hit Rates for Individual Personality Disorder Diagnosis
Four individual personality disorders (histrionic,
borderline, dependent, and avoidant> were diagnosed with
sufficient frequency to permit statistical analyses. Again,
cutting scores were derived for each of these personality
disorders for the MMPI PO scales to maximize correct
diagnostic classification. These cutting scores were z>l.O
for histrionic personality disorder, z)2.0 for borderline
personality disorder, and z)2.5 for dependent and avoidant
personality disorder.
Sensitivity, specificity, PPP, NPP, and the ratio of
false positives to true positives for the individual
personality disorder are reported in Table 10 for each of
the self-report inventories. The MCMI and PDQ,

in each case,

produced a greater rate of true to false positives, and
improved substantially on the classification rates that
would be predicted from the base rate for each of these
disorders. The MMPI PO scales achieved comparable diagnostic
efficiency for only one(avoidant> of the four reported
personality disorders.
PPP's ranged from .39 to .79 for each of the tests
when used alone. Given that the MCMI and PDQ produced the
best overall hit rates when used alone, these tests were

alsQ

~s~~

in

~Rmbin~t~~n

t~

~~l~ui~t~ PFF'i.~.

bQth tssts
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Tab Ie 10.

Test
MCMl
M~lPl

PD

PDQ

Hit Rates for Individual Personality Disorder Diagnosis
(number of patients are in parentheses)
Histrionic (8)
Sen Seec PPP NPP Ratio+
.50 .96
.79 .87
• 08*

Borderline ( 10)
Sen l2e~c PPP NPP Ratio+
.::10 •
.50 .85
.56 .82

.25 .90

.39 .81

.40

.10 .96

.54 .74

.q()

.63 .86

.51

.22*

1.0

.i?7

.53 1.0

.33,!;

.92

MCMI

Avgidant (9)
NPP ..B.2Uo+
1.0 .71
.52 1.0
.29*

~!ii:n li~li!:i

.78 .82

. .!3 )
PPP NEE....ES!.ti2.;t
.59 .92
.23*

MMPI PD

.67 .93

.73 .91

.10*

.56 .71

.42 .83

PDQ

.44 .86

.51

.32*

.89

T!ii:lii~

~!i:n

So~PPP

.84

~endent

.82 .61

.96

.52

.20*

+ratio of false positives to true positives.
*test diagnosis is more often correct than incorrect(when compared to
criterion diagnosis).
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diagnose a personality disorder to esablish a positive
diagnose) Table 11 displays the results.

In two of four

cases (histrionic and dependent) the PPP increased
substantially when the tests were used in combination.

In

the other two cases (borderline and avoidant> the PPP
remained approximately equivalent to the rates produced when
the tests were used alone. Adding the MMPI PD scales to the
combination sigificantly improved the PPP for one
case(avoidant) while decreasing the PPP for the second
case(borderline>. Overall,

in 3 of 4 cases, using the tests

in a variety of combinations substantially improved the
diagnostic efficiency of the self-report inventories.
Similar to the cluster personality disorder data,
the NPP values ranged from .70-1.0 when the test were used
alone. These values increase,

in all cases(see Table II>!

1.0 when the tests are used in a veriety of combinations.
This further reflects the specificity of the self-report
inventories designed for DSM-III personality disorder
diagnosis.

to
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Table 11.

ppp and NPP

value~

for tests used

~lone

or in combination

eord!i:r!ine
PPP NPP
.56
.82

Avoidant
PPP .~EI • ()
.52

~~~

.~E.

.92

.53

1.0

.48

.84

.61

.96

1.0

1.0

.50

1.0

.56

1 • <)

.78

1.0

.69

1.0

-,00

1.0

.99

1.0

.84

1.0

Test
MCMI

Hjsj;rjenj!;;
PPP NPP
.79
.87

PDQ

.51

MCMI and PDQ
MCMI and MMPI PD and PDQ

De[2endenj;
.59

.92
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DISCUSSION
The introduction of DSM-III's axis II gave greater
prominence to personality disorders. As a result, there has
been a threefold increase of personality "disorder diagnosis
since the publication of DSM-III

(Spitzer, Forman, & Nee,

1979). Personality disorders are being recognized as an
important psychiatric problem whether they are found in the
absence of other psychopathology or in conjunction with an
Axis I disorder.

In many cases, a personality disorder

complicates the treatment of the Axis I disorder.

For

example, patients with Major Depression who have a
concommitant personality disorder are frequently seen as
treatment resistant. The accurate diagnosis of any
personality disorder and its qualitative description are
particularly important.
The usual assessment of personality disorder
involves the time-consuming collection of historical and
baseline information from the patient and reliable
informants. New self-report inventories may streamline this
assessment were they demonstrated to be accurate and valid.
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They are easily completed by the patient and may then be
scored by an optical scanner and computer. Three self-report
inventories specifically designed to make axis II diagnoses
(MMPI PD scales, MCMI,PDQ), were compared in this study.
Presently, there is little empirical evidence to support the
use of any of these self-report tests. This study
represented the first attempt at validation.
The results indicated that all three inventories
were able to discriminate psychiatric patients from a
medical control group. They performed equally well. At this
most general level, discriminant validity was established
for each of the tests. The discrimination of psychiatric and
control subjects was further investigated using discriminant
function analysis. The tests had high hit rates of corl ect
classification of subjects into personality disorder and no
personality disorder groups. As screening instruments for
the diagnosis of any personality disorder the inventories
appear to be quite efficient.
Do the three tests designed for the assessment of
personality disorders improve on a traditional test? It
turned out that the MMPI Psychopathic Deviate scale, a
nonspecific measure of personality disorder, was equally
sensitive in identifying patients with any personality
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disorder. However, the MMPI Psychopathic Deviate scale had
significantly poorer specificity then each of the tests;
that is, it had too many false positives. An effective
diagnostic instrument must be specific as well as sensitive.
The MMPI Psychopathic Deviate scale was sensitive but not
specific. The other three inventories were sensitive and
specific for the diagnosis of any personality disorder. This
finding attests to the importance of self-report inventories
which reflect nosological changes.

Cutting a finsr lins bstwssn ths diagnosis of
personality disOfdsfS and p~rsRnal't¥ d'~Rf~~f tf~~t~ BfR~~~
to be a much mare difficult tssk

th~n discrimiMstiM~

b~tN~~n

patients with and without personality disorders. At best,
each of the self-report inventories accurately classified
approximately half of the patients into the categories of
personality disorder, personality disorder traits, and no
personality disorder. Since the DSM-III criteria for
defining personality disorders traits are ambiguous, this
diagnosis is difficult to make both clinically and by
self-report. They are a mixed group,

in part resemblil1g the

personality disorder group and in part resembling the no
personality disorder group. Until the criteria for
personality disorder trait diagnoses are more refined no
inventory will perform adequately.
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Comparison between the psychiatric and control
groups on individual scales may serve'to characterize them.
The psychiatric patients may be described as a group as more
socially withdrawn, prone to psychotic

e~periences,

passive-aggressive, and dependent than their medical
cohorts. On the whole, control subjects were significantly
more narcissistic (MMPI PD scales), and antisocial

(MCMI).

An item analysis of these two scales revealed that they tap
into healthy dimensions such as self-confidence and
autonomy/independence. In other words, non-pathological
elevations on the MMPI narcissistic and MCMI antisocial
scales may indicate adaptive personality traits. The
collection of more extensive data with non-personality
disordered patients using these two inventories will fUI-ther
refine the cutting scores associated with these seemingly
healthy correlates of personality. Taken together,

the

findings on pathological personality dimensions and healthy
personality dimensions generate a profile of scale scol-es
which differentiates psychiatric patients from normals.
A more refined evaluation of the self-report tests
is to calculate the sensitivity and specificity of
diagnosing cluster and individual personality disorders. In
this study, each of the three self-report inventories
exhibited good sensitivity and specificity for those
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clusters (2 and 3) which occurred with relatively high
frequency.

In contrast, diagnosis of cluster 1 personality

disorders, which occurred infrequently, was poor for each of
the inventories. This finding reflects a limitation of using
a single diagnosticinstrument to identify a disorder with a
low base rate. When a disorder occurs infrequently, then a
test must be extremely sensitive to detect it with a greater
accuracy than using the base rate alone. When a test is
sensitive enough to detect infrequent disorders, then it
will most likely not be adequately specific. However, when
several tests are used in combination this problem may be
mitigated.

In this study, self-report testing of cluster 1

personality disorder diagnosis was significantly better than
chance only when the three inventories were used in
combination.
The diagnostic efficiency of self-report inventories
for individual personality disorder diagnosis is reported
for four personality disorders(histrionic, borderline,
avoidant, and dependent). There were inadequate sample sizes
for the other personality disorders. For those four
personality disorders, the MCMI and PDQ were more sensitive
and specific than the MMPI PD scales. Despite its usefulness
for the diagnosis of clusters of personality disorders, the
MMPI PD scales were not as valuable for the diagnosis of
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individual personality disorders. It may be that the MMPI
item pool was not conducive to such specific
discriminations. Only the newly designed tests <i.e. MCMI
and PDQ) constructed items appropriate to the individual
disorders.
When the tests were used in a variety

of

combinations for both clusters 2 and 3 and individual
personality disorder diagnosis, the positive predictive
power statistics<PPP's) were .70 or higher in 10 of 12
cases. That is, 7 times out of 10 the tests predicted a
criterion diagnosis. This finding is of particular
importance when one is interested in using self-report
inventories to diagnose patients in lieu of a clinical
interview. This study indicates that these tests approach a
confidence interval where they could be used for this
purpose.
In summary, each of the inventories proved to be
quite efficient as screening instruments for the presence of
any DSM-III personality disorder. While one cannot
generalize to all personality disorders due to limited
sample sizes, for clusters 2 and 3 and for four individual
personality disorders, the MCMI and PDQ demonstrated good
diagnostic efficiency and accuracy. Additionally, the MMPI
PD scales accurately classified patients into DSM-III
personality disorder clusters 2 and 3, but were less
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efficient at classifying the four individual personality
disorders. This suggests that the self-report inventories,
particularly the MCMI and PDQ, are valid instruments for the
diagnosis of DSM-III personality disorders.
When the tests are used in combination they are most
effective. That is, if a patient scores above the threshold
on a personality disorder scale from two out of three tests,
then the self-report tests produce high hit rates. This was
true even for low base rate diagnoses (e.g. cluster 1). This
finding suggests that the tests could potentially be used to
establish clinical diagnoses of personality disorder in lieu
of clinical interview given that test diagnoses had high
rates of agreement with SIDP criterion diagnosiS. Were this
finding to be replicated in a variety of psychiatric
settings, the assessment of DSM-III personality disorders
would be greatly simplified. This finding is not surprising
since the patient may be in the best position to describe
his longstanding personality. It also may save the clinician
much time since self-report tests require little
professional labor to administer and they may be scored by
optical scanner equipment and computer programs.

APPENDIX A

SYNOPSIS OF ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF DSM-III
PERSONALITY DISQRDEBS

1. Paranoid: suspicious, hypersensitive, restricted affect.

2. Schizoid: emotional coldness, indifference, no friends.

3.

S~bizQt¥Qal:

magical thinlcing, ideas of

reference~

social

isolation, recurrent illusions, odd speech, poor
face-to-face rapport, suspicious, social anxiety.

4. Histrionic: dramatic,

dependent.

vain~

5. Narcissistic: grandiose, preoccupied with fantasies.
exhibitionistic, poor response to criticism,
manipulative, exploitative.

6. Antisocial:

juvenile delinquency, irresponsible, criminal

activities, aggressiveness, financial difficulties,
impulsivity, recklessness,

lying.
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7. Borderline: impulsivity. idealization/devaluation, anger,
identity disturbance, affective instability, intolerance
of being alone, self-damaging acts, chronic emptinessl
boredom.

B. Avpidant: rejection sensitive, shy, socially withdrawn,
desires affection/acceptance,

low self-esteem.

9. Dependent: dependent. subordinates own needs,

lacks

self-confidence.

10. Compulsive: restricted affectivity, perfectionistic,
stubborn, compulsive,

indecisive.

11. Egssive-eoocessi¥e: resistant to demands,
passive-aggressive,

lacks assertiveness.
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